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Cancellation of Sara Porter’s Getting to know your fruit 2020 at the Theatre Centre. 

Toronto, ON – Sara Porter’s world premiere of Getting to know your fruit, scheduled for May 7 – 10, 2020 at the Theatre 
Centre’s Franco Boni Theatre, is cancelled due to COVID 19.  
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After closely monitoring the ongoing public health pandemic, Sara Porter is sadly announcing the cancellation of the world 
premiere of Getting to know your fruit schedule at the Franco Boni Theatre at the Theatre Centre in Toronto in May 2020.  

“We are busy revisioning the project and excited to keep the creative momentum going when it is safe to do so.”  
       —Sara Porter, Artistic Director 

To keep up with the project, visit www.saraporter.ca and click here to subscribe to Sara Porter’s E-News. 

About Sara Porter 
Sara Porter is a contemporary dance choreographer, performer, writer and teacher of her signature class Basic Ballet for All 
Bodies. Originally from Nova Scotia, Porter studied and worked in England, Montreal and Edinburgh, before settling in Toronto in 
1998. She is a member of the Intergalactic Arts Collective. Her one-woman show Sara does a Solo, about returning to life as an 
artist after having kids, has been presented across Canada and the US since 2016. She was awarded a Chalmers Arts Fellowship to 
research her unique approach to Memoir & Movement. www.saraporter.ca 

About the team 
Sound Designer Phil Strong, a two-time Gemini Award winner, recipient of a 2006 Dora Mavor Moore Award, and the 2004 
Golden Sheath Award. Lighting Designer Rebecca Picherack, a three-time Dora Mavor Moore Award winner. Video Creator 
Linnea Swan, winner of a 2013 Dora Mavor Moore Award for Performance and the 2015 recipient of the K.M. Hunter Dance 
Award. Projection Designer Julia Howman, emerging designer and creator of environmental theatre with Broadleaf Theatre. 

Contact 
Laura Philipps, Producer: 416-476-3387, laura.a.philipps@gmail.com  

                   

Keep the creativity going with The Bad Poetry Drinking Group hosted by Sara Porter on Facebook. 

Welcome to the best Bad Poetry Drinking Group you've ever encountered! 

You, too, can build bad verse, develop disastrous ditties and fill your time 

with poor phrases, misstep with metaphors and add awful alliteration. 

Go to Town! Don't hold Back. Or maybe... something else will emerge? 

Bad is relative... 

Open to Everyone with a fear of CoVid19, and a desire to set other people's 
teeth on edge. Poet-away! The Badder the Better. 

Click here to join the group on Facebook. 
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